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Add a joke and make lunch fun! Lunchbox notes are a great way to say I love you when your child is

at school. Each tear-out page contains a joke that will add a smile to the lunch menu. Whether your

kid relishes the fun alone or takes center stage and reads to the rest of the table, Lunchbox Jokes

makes it easy, fun, and funny.
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i got these for my 9 yr old son in 4th grade...they are a little too easy for him, some of his

classmates were making fun of him and they called them "baby jokes" Guess they are in the age of

trying to be cool and older.But I just told him they are just jealous. I would say these are great for

younger minded kids maybe 1st-3rd grade? But my son does enjoy some of them, as I continue to

put them in his lunch

These notes are cute, but we definitely prefer the animal version of this book. There are also quite a

few references in here to ghosts, vampires, and the like. These are not our family's favorite

subjects. I am likely to try another version next time. In general, however, we love the Lunchbox

Jokes. There is even a space to add your own note to brighten their day!

My son has had these all year. I put one in his lunch every day. When I forgot to do so he would



remind me the next day. He was in first grade and they were appropriately goofy. It was something

all the kids around him looked forward to during lunch. The school counselor took an interest and

collected them from him.

Last year we bought Lunch Lines for our1st grader to help here practice reading and have a little

surprise at lunch every day. When those ran out we bought these Lunchbox Joke: Food to keep the

fun rolling. Many of the jokes require the reader to have a pretty broad understanding of the array of

products in your pantry. For example, "How do you fix a broken pizza? With tomato paste." My 7

year-old didn't even know tomato paste was a thing. I had to grab a can from the cupboard and

explain it to her. Bottom line, they're not funny. Yes, my kid is still the hit of her lunch table and I get

props for the effort. But the Lunch Lines joke (written by a dad for his kid) are more heart-felt, silly

and approachable to an elementary school audience.

These guys just knocked off the "Lunch Lines books". I was looking for something with different

jokes as we have already done 2 of the lunch lines books. The format is to big and not practical for

the target age group. Jokes are nothing special.

Good but I feel like some of the jokes go over the kids head, I mean they are in elementary school

and we expect them to understand complex jokes. I have had to explain most of them to them. A

joke shouldn't contain complex instructions like it's algebra math.

These are the best! Great price for cute little jokes. I love folding them up and and putting them in

my kids lunches. My kids always come home saying that they read them outloud to their friends and

they all had a good laugh.

When our little one started to read, we procured these as a motivational tool during lunches to

"read" more. The truth is though, his friends probably had more chuckles then he did initially, as it's

more fun to hear jokes then to read them outloud and try to process them; but it did get him to

read/pick up a few new words here and there. I read the jokes as I pack them and the jokes are

simple and do create some chuckles!They would be too simple for kids older than 8.
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